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Kssembly candidate interviewed 
Republican challenger in 66th district 
By Jim Austin 
Editor's rtote: This interview, which 
took place Sept. 13, was entirely un­
rehearsed. The questions and answers 
were spontaneous. Various redunctent 
phrases, repetitions and non-vert>al 
sourtds were edited out. 
Arrangements are beir>g made to give 
Wolfinbarger's opponent, Terry Goggin, 
the Democratic incumbent, equal space 
in a future issue of the PawPiint. 
The 66th Assembly District includes 
all or portions of the following communi­
ties: Bloomington, Colton, Cucamonga, 
Etiwanda, Fontana, Devore, Grand 
Terrace. Muscoy, San Bernardino and 
Upland. 
Question: All right, the first 
thing I wanted to ask about is 
simply what subjects are you going 
to be talking about in your 
speeches throughout the cam­
paign? 
Answer: Well mostly my {dat-
form at this point is the anti-
business climate in California and 
wh«i I'm talMng about anti-
iHisiness climate, I'm talking about 
a no-growth policy of ours in the 
present administration which has 
created unemployment, higher 
taxes for those who are employed 
because they have to pay for those 
who are unemployed. And when I 
talk about the business climate, 
I'm talking about the small 
business climate, not necessarily 
die big business. However when 
you offer incentives for business to 
grow you are also helping big 
business. But with an increase in 
smaller businesses, you are having 
competition and competition 
creates lower prices and a better 
business climate all around. You 
can't possibly pass laws that are 
going to control big business 
without hurting little business. I 
think there needs to be a division 
between the two. Laws for one; 
laws for the other. 
iPamllrtnt 
Construction has already begun on the future site of the Student Union building. See story on page 5. 
Photo be Barry Dial. 
ASB gets fund requests 
By Mary Martin 
Vandalism of the tennis courts 
seemed to be the prevailing subject 
of interest at the Associated 
Student Body senate meeting held 
Tuesday, Oct. 5. Fred Deharo, ASB 
vice president, {X'esided over the 
noon meeting in which Joe Long, 
Cal-State, San Bernnardino's 
Intramural coordinator, requested 
a $1,000 contribution h-om the ASB 
to help fund the hiring of at­
tendants to protect the racquet and 
handball courts. 
"Most of the damage is done by 
those persons waiting for a court," 
Long said, "and if we had someone 
there in charge, it would go a long 
way in solving the problon." 
According to Long, the ASB 
contribution of $1,000 will be met 
by another $1,000 from revenue 
received from a $5.00 per month 
assessment for non-student use, 
and $2,000 from Dean Monroe's 
office. 
Much discussion evolved 
regarding the $5.00 charge for 
student guests using the courts, but 
the disposition of the situation was 
that a committee would be formed 
to study the matter with a view 
toward making recommendations. 
The $1,000 request for funds was 
sent to the appropriations com­
mittee for proper action. 
Another request for funds came 
from President Pfau's office for 
$1,000 to help cover the cost of 
dedicatory performances which 
will be held to commemorate the 
opening of the Creative Arts 
Building. 
In a memo to the ASB, President 
Pfau said it "is our Intention to 
have a series of dedicatory per­
formances and related activities in 
the fail quarter of 1977. In this 
connection we hope to present both 
student productions in music and 
drama and some by 'name' ar-
tisits." 
President Pfau further stated in 
the memo that the {X'eliminary 
budget for these performances is 
$5,000 over and above normal 
production costs. A commitment of 
,^000 has been received from a 
special fund and President Pfau is 
going to try to raise another $3,000 
from the community. 
This request, also, was sent to 
Q: 1 see. Do you have any 
specific instances where the 
Democratic incumbent, Terry 
Goggin, might have voted the 
wrong way on Issues you're 
raising? 
A. In a 15 vote survey done by 
some vote-watchers in Sacramento 
on commerce, 15 of those votes 
were pro-business or anti-business 
depending on the way you voted, 
Terry voted 13 times anti-business, 
two times he didn't vote and no 
times did he vote for business. He, 
of course as you know, has taken a 
very strong stand on nuclear 
power, off-shore drilling. It was his 
bill that was signed. He has tak  ^a 
very, what you call, ecological 
stand on all issues. 
Q: Are you talking about his bill 
banning off-shore drilling? 
A: Yes. 
Q: Now what are you going to do 
for business, big or small? 
Tammy Wolfinbarger 
A: Well, the first thing I'd like to 
see done, and which I ix'obably 
think is crucial to businesses in 
California and to the laboring 
person in California is to do away 
with the inventory tax that we have 
to face every year in March. 
Between Jan. 1 and the first 
Monday in March, or the second 
Monday in March, whichever one it 
is, business comes to an absolute 
standstill in California. Many 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 4) 
Diabetics 
forum held 
Diabetics, their families and lay 
professionals will have a chance to 
study the job market, sexuality, 
nutrition and other relevent sub­
jects at a two-Saturday conference 
Oct. 16 and 23. 
The meetings will be held at Cal. 
State, San Bernardino, co-sponsor, 
throught the extension office, with 
the Southern California Affiliate, 
Inc. of the American Diabetes 
Association. 
Participants will register at 8:15 
a.m., Saturday, Oct. 16, in the 
Lecture Hall of the Physical 
Sciences Building. The fee is $10, 
however, there is no charge for 
diabetic adolescents (12-17) if 
accompanied by an adult 
registrant. A diabetic lunch in 
available, by reservation, for $2.50. 
Those interested are asked to 
contact the Cal. State extension 
office by Oct. 11. 
Subjects of the talks that day wUl 
be pathophysiology, exercise. 
research and living comfortable 
with diabetes. 
Workshops will cover career 
counseling the teenage diabetic, 
sexuality and diabetes, daily 
living, and meal planning and 
dietary challenges. 
The Oct. 23 session will begin at 1 
p.m. in the Lower Commons with 
talks on "The Job Market and How 
it Affects the Diabetic," "Insuring 
the Diabetic," and "Some Myths 
and Realities of Diabetes," and 
workshops on employing the 
diabetic, and care and treatment of 
diabetic emergencies. 
Persons wishing one unit of 
extension credit in health science 
must attend both Saturdays. 
Scholarships are available to 
first 20 M^C l^ and Medicare 
beneficiaries. Interested persons 
should contact Jeanne Roth t^ein at 
the American Diabetes Assn. of­
fice, 883-7114. 
the a|^ roix*iations committee for 
proper action. 
Another item on the Senate's 
agenda was the presentation of the 
I.R.A. (Instructionally Related 
Activities) budget by Dean of 
Academic Administration James 
Thomas. The I.R.A. is money set 
up by the state to financially help 
the A.S.B. The money can be used 
for operating expenses such as 
student assistants, travel and 
supplies for instructionally related 
(but not tor actual classroom 
costs) areas such as music, drama 
and art departments. 
The budget presented allocates a 
total of $10,000 witlkB breakdown as 
follows: $4,774 for drama 
IX'oduction and forensics; $4,596 
for music performances; $2M for 
the student art gallery; $250 for 
I.R.A. accounting, and $100 set 
aside for contingencies. 
Before closing the meeting, the 
Senate was reminded that petitions 
are available in room SS-143 for 
any student desiring to run for any 
of the offices open in the fall 
elections. The petitions are due 
back in SS-143 by October 14. 
Mexican art show 
scheduled for Oct. 
Folk art of Mexico and 
Guatemala, increasingly pofHilar 
with collectors, is now on exhibit in 
the Cal. State Library. 
Also displayed during October is 
the Smithsonian Institution's "An 
American Album," an exhibiti<m 
which combines photographs, 
lith(^ raphs, engravings and ad­
vertisements, all from the 19th 
century. 
The folk art shown, from several 
private collections, will include the 
well-known black pottery from 
Oaxaca, copper from Santa Clara 
del Cobre, bark paintings from 
Taxco, decorated pottery from 
Tonala', lacquer work from 
Uruapan, onyx from the state of 
Puebla and textiles from 
Guatemala. 
Hand-blown colored glass and 
straw work may also be seen. 
John Tibbals, director of ex­
ternal library operations who 
assembled the exhibit, says that 
wMle the art is identified as from 
ktedco, it is not made in all parts 
that country but usually in a 
specific town, as the chief source of 
income. The term cottage in­
dustries is used because the ob­
jects come primarily from home 
fact(M'ies. 
The work exhibited was bought 
in the villages or in the government 
store in Mexico City, Artes 
Populares. Representatives of the 
Mexican government travel to the 
villages, buy up the best of the art 
and bring it to Artes Populares for 
sale. Some of the states also have 
such government stores. 
The library is open from 8 a.m. to 
10 p.m., Monday through Thur­
sday; 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Friday; 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday and 1 p.m. 
to 9 p.m., Sunday. 
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News 
I Food Co-op saves $ $ $ 
By Steve Given 
Are you interested in buying 
organically raised produce? Dairy 
products? Eggs? A group of 
concerned Cal State students is 
forming a non-profit food-buying 
cooperative in order to do just that. 
In its simplest form, this food-
bujing cooperative, or food buying 
club, is a group (tf people who pool 
their food needs and purchase 
together all their food, or as much 
as they can, direct from the grower • 
or wholesaler. The various tasks 
are shared among the members of 
the Co-op. The different jobs are 
rotated so that each member 
understands all aspects of the Co­
op, from contacting the grower to 
weighing out and distributing the 
Kazoo's coming 
food. 
What are the advantages oC-such 
a cooperative? First, st^ h a 
system can reduce the cmt of 
many items by as much as one-
half. Second, the cooperative 
members are assured of the 
freshness and the "organic-ness" 
of each item as each item is pur­
chased direct from the grower 
whose operation was previously 
Harper, Myers 
Pie-o-thon winners 
All the watches have been 
checked, Qmers have passed the 
polygraph test and the contestants 
have survived, making the 2nd 
annual CSCSB Intramural Pie-
Eating Contest official. 
Dennis "Jaws" Harper, who will 
eat at any time, any place, inhaled 
his quarter section of pie in 10.2 
seconds to cop top honors for the 
second year in a row. His nearest 
rival, Jim Abdul Given, could only 
manage 16.7 seconds, due to the 
lack of a hair net. Rookie Connie 
Myers sweated out a last ditch 
effort by sister Maria to take the 
championship in the women's 
division. 
Harper and Myers won in­
tramural T-shirts while the other 
19 contestants had to settie for free 
dessert, indigestion in some cases 
and for Kommander Korn, a 
Chocolate Cream face lift. 
Division winners and* their 
respective times are: 
Been wonderin' where the 
campus life is at CSCSB. Well, the 
action place is where the Kazoo 
Band is. Anyone, except the weak 
of heart, t^ have joined the 
Kazoo Band in any of its activities 
can attest to that. 
Division Championshipts): 
Men's, Overall & Banana 
Women's 
Chocolate 
Lemon 
Name: 
Douiis Harper 
Connie Myers 
TimOls  ^
Jim Givm 
Time: 
10.2 
24.0 
25.0 
16.7 
Now to current business, 
Kazooers unite for another roaring 
night at Heidi's Hideaway in 
beautiful downtown Crestline. Last 
year, as you may remember, the 
Kazoo Band invaded on innocent 
Heidi's and left it permanently 
changed. No, we didn't wreck the 
place, just improved it. Now, in 
addition to the organ, owner-host. 
Bill Epperson always has a Kazoo 
within reach. Last year all ages 
had fun Kazooing and dancing 
their biuis off. With such outlandish 
success last year Bill has 
pronounced officially Kazoo Night, 
Oct. 16th at 7:30 p.m. for all to 
enjoy. 
The Kommander and Field 
Marshall will launch their 
presidential campaign somewhere 
between the bratwurst and the 
dark beer. These fine Kazooing 
candidates figure that there isn't 
much choice for president this year 
and hope to be write-in favorites. 
The label of the campaign is 
"waste your vote in '76." 
Those desiring information and 
directions to Heidi's Hideaway can 
contact Capt. Joe (Mohawk) Doug 
at campus — Ext. 7564. 
inspected. This inspection, with the 
permission of the grower, checks 
for composting, insecticide use and 
natural control methods, and 
whatever chemicals might be 
sprayed on or fed to the food we 
eat. 
Whether or not food is purchased 
ft'om a grower or wholesaler or 
even at discount from a large 
retailer will govern how inex­
pensive the food will be. The closer 
to the actual source of food, the less 
the food will cost. This lessening of 
cost is from the removal of mid­
dlemen and the "treating" of the 
food (formalin, nitrjte, wax, etc.). 
Business Club meets 
The Business Management Club 
and the Rha Zetta Chi (Sorority) 
are sponsoring a guest speaker 
featuring Paul Esposito of the 
Placement Center. All those 
students concerned about their 
future are urged to attend this 
session on Monday, Oct. 11 at 1 
p.m. in L.C.-500 (Senate Area). For 
further information contact 
Jennifer in Admin. 
This cooperative, with enough 
effort and cooperation, can also 
purchase many other items, such f 
as tires and motor oil. 
The one catch is that, unlike 
going to a grocery store, a food 
cooperative requires a joint effort, 
of all of its members. Members 
perform on a voluntary basis all 
the tasks that you paid for with the 
markup at the supermarket. 
Campus calendar •< 
K-5S 
m 
m LC 
w. 
Tuesday, Oct. 12 
Christian Life Club meeting, 12 noon, C-125. 
Faculty Development Center, 12 noon, C-219. 
Film Festival: "Twentieth Century," 1 p.m 
Listening facility. 
Faculty Senate meeting, 3 p.m., LC-500. 
Wednesday, Oct. 13 
Latter Day Saints Students Association (LDSSA), 
9 a.m., C-219. 
Film Festival: "Twentieth Century," 10 a.m., LC-
Llstening facility. 
Noon Muslcale: Timothy Strong, 12 noon, FA-104. 
Orientation Tour-Library, 3 p.m., LC-130. 
Intramural 3-person basketball, 3 and 4 p.., Gym. 
Thursday, Oct. 14 
V.A. Counseling and testing, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m., 
C-125,104. 
Woman's Consciousness Raising session, 10 a.m., 
PS-227. 
Annual Staff Orientation, 2 and 3 p.m., LC-500. 
Intramural Badminton Doubles, 3 p.m.. Gym. 
Faculty Wives meeting, 7 p.m., C-104. 
Woodpushers Anonymous Chess Games, 7 p.m., 
SS-Atrlum. 
Friday, Oct. 15 
Film: "Duck Soup," 6 and 8:30 p.m., PS-10. 
Saturday, Oct. 16 
Horseback riding; 10 a.m., La Carrera Stables. 
Monday, Oct. 18 
LDSSA meeting, 9 a.m., C-129. 
Eat your lunch and converse In Spanish, 11:30 
a.m., C-205. 
mi 
CHALLENGE -
RESPONSIBILITY -
SATISFACTION 
Whatever the job, a Supply Corps Officer's assignment 
is one of the most demanding and rewarding positions 
that could be offered a young man or woman. The hours 
are long, the work hard, and the responsibilities great, 
but tremendous personal satisfaction is derived from 
successful performance in a challenging assignment. In 
addition, one reaps the benefits of world-wide travel 
and the development of Navy friendships which will last 
a life-time. Upon completion of your first tour, you will 
have obtained a knowledge of your capabilities, a 
degree of self-confidence, and managerial and leaded 
ship experience that will prove invaluable to you. 
Whether preparing for a career in the Supply Corps or 
in private industry you will be off to a good start. 
BUSINESS, ACCOUNTING, MARKETING, 
ECONOMICS MAJORS 
$11,000 to start 
NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM 
Interviewing at the 
HILTON INN, SAN BERNARDINO 
October 18-20,1976 
Noon to 6:00 p.m. 
and on campus 
at the STUDENT UNION 
October 19,10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
The Weekly Paw Print, Oct. 12,3 
Report to 
thecoadi 
immediately! 
--t 
. 
^ -.- -V.J^ 
' «s^ 
The Welis Fargo Stagecoach, that is. Because, 
a dollar a month, you can have a student checking ac-V 
count at Wells Fargo Bank. There's no minimum balance 
required and you can write.as many checks as you want. 
We'll even send you a statement every month. 
The plan also has a built-in "see you in September" 
feature; If you don't write checks over the summer,'we don't 
charge you,, and we keep the account open until fall even 
if there isn't any money in it. 
Ask about our special Master 
Charge credit plan for sophomores, juniors, seniors 
grad students. It provides extra money when you 
need it—a good way to build credit standing. Plus you 
can have overdraft protection on your checking account at 
no additional cost until you use it. Wells Fargo Bank. 
Because every college should have a good coach. 
• 
Student checldn^  ^  a month 
Wi^  ihigo Bank. 
• 
i 
San Bernardino Office, 334 West Third Street, Son Bernardino 
4— The Wftftklv Paw Print. Oct. 12. m 
Wolfinbarger interview 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1) 
people are unemployed during that 
time. 
War^ ousing is probably one of 
the cleanest businesses that we 
could ask for in California, and 
because of this inventory tax that 
we're faced with each year, we are 
asking warehousing to go to 
Nevada, Arizona and other states, 
and they're able to take advantage 
of a clean industry . . . and we're 
not. We're forcing them to stay out. 
I think it's one of the most 
ridiculous taxes I've every seen. 
Q: By clean industry/ do you 
mean clean In terms of business 
into feasability for compliance 
between big business and small 
business and breaking it out, 
relaxing some of the things that 
are h^ening to small business 
that they can't possibly live with. 
Q; Like what? 
A. Like our CALOSHA laws. 
Q: Like who?? 
A. CAIrOSHA laws. 
Q: Would you explain that 
please? 
A: California Occupational 
Safety and Health Act 
(CALOSHA). Our small business 
man just cannot afford to comply 
was since we have a governor 
who's more or less a liberal 
Democrat yet has become 
somewhat tight fisted, a lot of 
Republicans have suddenly 
switched around and have started 
criticizing the governor for not 
spending enough for here or there 
or whatever, voting tp override 
some of the vetoes, i was just 
wondering how you're going to 
feel. Are you going to get behind a 
Democratic governor in his efforts 
to cut spending, or what's your 
attitude going to be? 
practices or clean in terms of 
pollution? 
A: Dean in terms of pollution. 
Q: Oh. 
A. And of coiu*se as California is 
so interested in pollution problems, 
we should be trying to generate 
those types of businesses that 
create less and less pollution. 
Q: 1 see. What do you think ttie 
most likely effect of your pro* 
business capaign is going to have 
at this particular time when the 
anti-business sentiment seems 
particularly high right now? 
A: Well, 1 think you're finding a 
reversal of that. People are 
realizing that . . . first of all, 
government cannot pay and put to 
work all of the people. Business has 
to do that. And we need our small 
businessman. Do you realize Qiat 
80 percent of ttie people employed 
in California and tl^ oughout the 
nation are employed by small 
businesses? And by small 
businesses 1 mean those that 
emidoy one to ten, or one to 20 
em^doyees. Ihey put the most 
people to work. Without incentives 
to keep them going, we're going to 
lose our ^ployed. Our unem-
idoyment right now is, 1 think, 
third in the nation . . . 
Q: Do you mean the *hird 
highest? 
A: Yes. 
Q: OK. In addition to reducing 
inventory tax, what else are you 
thinking of doing for small 
business? 
A: Well. 1 would like to take a 
look at some of the ruies and 
regulations and laws that we see on 
the books today to control business, 
and I'm not saying that business 
doesn't need to be controlled 
 ^ '^ise it does. But Ix-eaking it 
in a lot of the cases witti that set of 
.rules. 
Q: OK. Are there any specific 
rules which govern safety that can 
be . . . done away with without 
affecting safety? 
A: Well, first of all, 1 think what 
we would do in that case then is to 
provide an avenue for (the) small 
businessman, if he is fined for a 
particular situation that he has and 
he doesn't feel that he ought to be, 
A: Well naturally, I'm against 
big government and big govern­
ment spending. First of all, 
(Brown) hasn't cut spending. He 
has put it more to social services, 
social reform rather than to 
promote business such as we're 
seeing in highway construction 
field. He's diverting money rather 
than doing what necessarily needs 
to be done. Yes, he's saying that 
he's not spending, and yet he's not 
money on business, right? 
A: That's ri^ t. 1 think that's a 
better way. First of all you get 
more for your money. You don't 
have a bureaucracy ^at-it has to 
go through. And you have fallout, if 
that's what you want to call it. It 
costs you money to give away 
money. It always does. So if you 
don'thave die money to give away, 
you cut it on the other end, you 
have no fallout. 
Q: OK. Specifically when it 
comes time to cutting, where are 
you going to aim the ax? 
A: Well 1 feel that there are a lot 
of commissions, boards, 
bureaucrats in Sacramento and in 
Washington who are not per­
forming and functioning to dieir 
best ability. 1 feel that that is 
frobably the very first place that 
needs to be looked at. 
Q; Any specific boards, 
bureaucrats, agencies you have in 
mind? 
A: 1 think they're all alike, every 
single one of them. 
Q: Cut all of them? 
A: Well, I'm not saying we're 
going to cut them all out. 1 just 
think we're going to make them 
more efficient. And when they are 
not necessary, to do away with 
them. 
Q: OK. Do you have in mind any 
specific agency that you deem 
unnecessary and can be cut back 
without harm. 
A: Not at this moment, 1 couldn't 
tell you one specifically. 
Another problem in California 
is the Educational problem. You 
know, the education situation is a 
mess, people are graduating from 
high school who can't read or 
write, the drug problem is going 
down to the junior high and 
probably even lower levels, I was 
wondering what your thoughts on 
this problem were as to what the 
causes are and what the state can 
do about it. 
A: 1 think the cause ix-obably is, 
number one for the drug problem,. 
. . going down to the junior high 
level, a moral decay in the whole 
country, and how we're going to 
bring back morality in this United 
States is beyond me. 1 really 
couldn't tell you. I will say that 1 
was very disappointed when they 
passed the . . . (law) to lower the 
penalties for marijuana use. 1 was 
a little disappointed in that. And 1 
might add that Terry Goggin voted 
for that bill. One of the only 
"BO percent of the people employed in California and 
throughout the nation are employed by smaii businesses," 
he can't affwd to hire an attorney 
to come out and to take care of the 
case. Now big business can. B  ^
business has attorneys on staff,... 
and they can afford that, whereas 
small business can't. He just 
doesn'trhave the money to hire an 
attorney to fight the case. 
Secondly, the big business can 
afford to hire a safety engineer to 
make sure that everything in the 
plant or evoything in the shop is 
iq) to code and up to standard. He 
can afford that whereas a small 
businessman can't. So rather than 
have our investigators . . . take a 
hard-nosed attitude with small 
business and say you're fined for 
this, you're fined for that, ... he 
woid<l be in there to hdp him, 
ratho* than to fine him and cost 
him more money. 
Q: OK. Now one of the big issues 
is government spending. And one 
of the things I've found interesting 
done anything about the 
bureaucracy that we have which 
could save a lot of money and put 
money to better use in a more 
constructive nature. He hasn't 
beai consistent in his total overall 
{dan of things. 1 believe that the 
most important thing that we 
should t>e doing is spending it 
uhere it's going to do the most 
good, get the most mileage, and be 
done the most efficiently. 
Q: Does this mean by any chance 
spending money for business 
purposes? 
A: Well, 1 think we should create 
some incentives to business and 1 
diink that's going to cost us money, 
ihaybe in revalue rather than 
spending it outri^ t. 
Q: OK, you're talking about 
saving money by lowering taxes 
rather than government spending 
legislators from San Bernardino 
county who did. And 1 was 
disappointed in that 1 feel that it it 
has helped to bring it down lower. 
and lower into our schools. 
As far as the quality of education 
is concerned, 1 think that's a 
multitudinal problem. 1 think first 
of all we've got large class sizes 
and it's a litUe difficult to teach 
effectively, especially at the lower 
grade levels where they do learn to 
read and learn their work habits, to 
teadi 30 and 40 kids in a classroom. 
I would like to see us put enou  ^
money into education, so that there 
can be more one to one. 
Q: More money? 
A: 1 think that we could redirect 
some money into our lower grades. 
For instance in high sdiool, 1 think 
we teach some of the most 
ridiculous things I've ever seen in 
my life. We're supposed to be 
teaching reading, writing, arith­
metic, preparing for life ahead and 
yet we teach macrame. 
Q: What was that? 
A: We're teaching macrame. 
Q: What's that? 
A: Ceramics. We're teaching 
ceramics. What good is ceramics 
going to do us in our adult life? And 
our kids can't even write a check. 
"Our kids can't 
even write a check. 
They don't know how to balance a 
checkbook. So what is more im­
portant when we're trying to teacb 
our children to become in­
dependent useful citizens. We can't 
do it by teaching macrame and 
co'amics. And there are other 
things that we teach also that have 
no bearing whatsoever on 
becoming an adult. And a useful 
one at that. 
Q; How about enforcing certain 
standards of graduation, i.e. make 
sure they are able to read before 
they graduate? 
A: Well 1 think when you're ? 
talking about that you're talking ^  
about a social problem as well as 
an educational one. 1 think if a' 
child cannot — CHILD, 1 hate to] 
say child because a person who's 17 
years old is not considered a child] 
At that point he's considered 
young adult ... 
When a person becomes a youn  ^
adult when he's 16 or 17 years old 
and still hasn't the ability to read, 1 
think we as society have failed and 
not necessarily the child. 1 would 
hate to think that if a child cani 
read at 17 years old, that we keqi 
him there until he's 30, and he stiO 
can't read, because our system 
isn't going to do it. That's why I say 
1 would Uke to redirect some ef­
forts into the lower grades so 
by the time they get to junior 
s^ol and start becoming yo 
adults at 13 or 14 years old, 
they can read and that they 
function,- and thai if they 
failing, it's not because we haw 
failed them. It's because they haw 
failed themselves. 
Q: What about some of Ik 
disciplinary problems in higl 
schools, you know, particulsrlji 
around the L.A. area thera^ 
violence committed against othi 
students, against teachers, in som 
cases kids carrying guns to school 
Wliereas some of the disciplinan 
rules and regulations effective!] 
preclude any discipline. Whah 
your attitude on that? 
A: Well 1 would like to say 
our disciplinary actions be u] 
and become stronger and to 
sdiool districts and sdiool 
sonnel a little latitude. At 
point we have tied their h 
conqdetely. For instance, at 
hi^  level, students can't even 
given a swat unless his paro j^ 
notified by mail which is costi 
money in the first place — it 
be done by telephone; It has to 
done by certified mail — on andj 
and on. What good does it do to 
a child a swat 30 days afta 
fact? He doesn't even know 
he's getting the swat for at 
point. 1 think we need so: 
there to witness it. But 1 don't 
that it should preclude it . . 
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derstand. Number one. And 
number two, they build in nice 
little looi^ oles so that ttiey further 
their practices. 
Q: How's that? 
A: Well they don't close all the 
holes in the bills they're writing 
and furthering their own causes. 
Q: You mean that they're 
coming up with laws which stir up 
litigation because of vague words 
and passages? 
away. But that isn't a state issue — 
a local one. 
Q: OK. Now concerning the 
Democratic incumbent, Terry 
Goggin, what other specific acts, 
omissions, or whatever are you 
going to be charging him with 
throughout the campaign? 
A: You really want me to tip my 
hand. 
Q: Well, anything that you're 
willing to talk about now. Or are 
you going to make some last 
"Oh, I think we're going to make some 
iast minute changes . . . that's only 
politicaily common and... wise. ff 
0: I was reading your brochure 
here, and one of the statements 
made on it is, quote: "Goggin's 
voting record makes it abundantly 
clear that he has a complete 
disregard for the wishes of the 
people he claims to represent." 
Unquote. Specifically what issues 
has he voted against the majority 
views of this district? 
A: The marijuana law. In 1972 
when the marijuana bill was put on 
the state ballot, it was over­
whelmingly voted down in this 
particular district and throughout 
the state. And he turned right 
around and voted for the bill. So 
that's number one. 
Although it has not been on the 
ballot that I know of, we're talking 
about the sex bill, quote-unquote. 
Photo by Kerry Kugelman 
most of the people in your par­
ticular district may not understand 
them, and you may not either. 
They become so complicated and 
so wrai^ ed iq) that you almost 
have to use your own judgment at 
times like that. And then I think 
you have a situation where as we 
know there's a little bit of party 
politics played in Sacramento and 
in Washington and times tiiat 
becomes b^eficial as well. So you 
have to weigh all sides of all issues 
from your constituents' point of 
view, from your point of view, from 
the third house point of view, which 
is as you know a lobbyist because 
everyone has a special interest, but 
they know a lot more than you do 
generally. 
A: That's right. That's ab­
solutely right. And the ordinary 
man and woman cannot un­
derstand all of the words in par­
ticular laws. They don't know what 
the law says. They can't possibly 
understand it and so furthermore 
can't comply. They can't be legal 
in the lot of things they do. 
Q: And since it stirs up litigation, 
would that mean that the judges 
don't understand It that well 
either? 
A: You're prol)ably right. 
Q: Has the Democratic In­
cumbent, Terry Goggin, done any 
of this? I understand he's an at­
torney at law. 
A: Yes he is and I would like to 
say one thing which was rather 
funny. He was working on a bill 
that was going to have the in­
surance companies write in­
surance policies so that the 
ava-age man or worahn coidd read 
them, put simpler language into 
insurance policies. And when he 
finished writing the bill, it went to 
the Insurance, Finance and 
"Terry Goggin... has a sham residence. . .  He bought a 
home in San Bernardino to claim residency, but he is not 
a resident." 
the sex bill which he also voted for. 
Q: Is that the one which allows 
consenting adults to do what they 
wish? 
A: That's right. And not that I'm 
against that necessarily, but I 
think that since that bill has been 
passed, we are seeing more and 
more situations where 
homosexuals are causing scenes 
and problems. 
Q: As you know there are two 
theories of what a legislator's 
responsibility is to his con­
stituents: there's the one theory 
that states that his main job is to 
reflect the opinions of his con­
stituents on Issues as they come up 
regardless of what those opinions 
are or what his is, and then there's 
the "vote your conscience" theory 
that his basic duty Is to vote his 
own judgment on Issues as they 
come up regardless of what the 
constituents woukl^think, and then 
allow ^e constituents ftf determine 
at election time (whether) to allow 
him to continue to use his 
judgment. I was curious to know 
which particular theory do you 
subscribe to? 
A: Well I think I would have to 
subscribe to your very first 
statement. However, I think that in 
a lot of cases it would be a weighing 
of both or a combination of ways of 
determining how you would vote on 
a particular issue. First of all, a 
particular issue can take many 
many facets, and as a genial rule, 
Q: The question Is, do you 
visualize at any time voting 
against any strong feelings you 
may have on a particular issue, to 
vote the way the constituents think, 
actually voting against your own 
conscience on a particular issue? 
A: Yes, I would have to. It is 
their right to have me reix'esent 
them. And that's my feeling. 
Q: This would mean, for In­
stance, you're taking a pro-
business plank, but If evidence 
should reach you that your con­
stituents were still very much In an 
anti-business mood, would your 
voting record then reflect that? 
A: If it was overwhelming. If my 
constituents were overwhelming, it 
wasn't just a few. H It iDecame 
dear to me that that was their 
wishes I would have to go by that. 
A good reix'esentative has to do 
that and b^d. We all have our own 
fedings, our own prejudices, if 
that's what you would Uke to call 
them. 
Q: Another statement you have 
here Is, quote, "The state 
legislature is packed with at­
torneys who know how to word 
legislation, isn't it time simeone 
listens to the words of the people?" 
Unquote. Viniat does that mean? 
A: Well, what I'm talking a1x>ut 
there is the fact that in Sacramento 
we have many many attorneys who 
are writing oiu* laws. And in th  ^
they are putting words that the 
ordinary person cannot un­
Clommerce Committee. It was 
voted down overwhelmingly 
because the members of that 
committee could not understand 
Terry's bill. He had written it in 
sudi legal terms, and they voted it 
down. Although he was telling 
insurance companies that they 
must write language readable to 
the common ordinary person, he 
was unwilling to do that himself. 
Q: OK. I'd like to get back on 
your statement on redirecting 
spending and cutting various 
agencies, etc. How do you feel 
about some proposals to cut money 
from social programs, the kind 
that liberals get very emotional 
about? 
A: Well it depends on which ones 
you'rie talking about. There are 
many social programs. I think (of) 
one of the ones that I became irate 
about. It doesn't hai^ n to l)e a 
state law, but it happens to be in 
Los Angeles, and that was where 
they were spending $300,000 or 
something, in that vicinity. I can't 
remember the exact ^ures, to 
have a gay oii^ rtunity center. And 
I thought that was a particular 
waste of money. Right there. A gay 
opportunity center. Although at 
this point, I guess, that the gay 
community is a minority and that's 
the way some would look at it. But 
I think in our country, it has no 
place, and it's a big waste of 
money. And those are the kinds of 
things that I would like to see taken 
minute charges? 
A: Oh, I think we're going to 
make some last minute charges. 
And that's only politically coihmon 
and politically wise I would say 
Q: Which specific charges are 
you wilimg to make right now? 
A: Well, I think possibly one of 
them would be that he has not been 
in contact with his constituents, he 
has made Sacramento his home. If 
he were to lose, for instance, and 
we're hoping that he does, in this 
particular situation, he would not 
come back into Bernardino 
county. He has a sham residence, if 
diat's what you would like to call it. 
He bought a home in San Ber­
nardino to claim residency, but he 
is not a resident, and consequently 
has no particular ties with San 
Bernardino county and the 66th 
(Assembly District) most par­
ticularly. He visits our 66th district 
rarely. He has been asked by our 
county Board of Supervisors to 
handle some of the legislation that 
they particularly want and need 
and has been turned down and so 
consequently it's been handled by 
other legislators in San Bernardino 
county. I think that that's an in­
dication there. And th  ^he acts for 
special interests and special 
specific people that have been his 
past supporters. 
Q: For instance? 
A: For instance the bill to allow 
Mayor Bob Holcomb to have veto 
I power on the redevelopment 
agency. 
0; That Is a special Interest 
legislation? 
A: Yes it was. He was asked to 
carry that piece .of legislation by 
Bob Holcomb without knowledge 
or consoit of the City Council in 
San Bernardino. 
Union 
constniction 
begins 
Beginning next fall Cal. State, 
San Bernardino students will have 
a place to sit and talk, eat snacks, 
drink beer, and listen to music, 
play pool or hold meetings: a 
15,000-square-foot Student Union. 
Ground has been broken for the 
new student center, one of four 
non-academic buildings expected 
to be completed on the San Ber­
nardino campus in the next 18 
months. 
Student Union contractor is Nick 
Pokrajac, Inc., Baldwin Park. The 
firm's bid of $627,000 was $50,000 
less than the next lowest bidder, 
partly because the contractor is on 
campus construction the Oeative 
Arts Building, Dean of Students 
Kenton Monroe said. 
Construction, furnishings and 
other fees will be paid for by Cal. 
State, San Bernardino student fees. 
Some $321,548 in student union fees 
and interest has accumulated in 
the fund since 1971, and the balance 
will he paid by future students. 
Beginning this quarter students 
will pay a yearly fee of $20 instead 
of $19.50, which will generate an 
additional income, accordmg to 
Dr. Monroe. 
Actual construction is being 
financed by the Bank of America 
which purchased the $500,000 26-
year revenue bond issue at an 
interest rate of 6.76 per cent. The 
indebtedness totals $899,062.00, for 
the bonds and interest over the 26-
year period. 
The Student Union, located west 
of the Commons and east of the 
Creative Arts Building, was 
designed by Richard Dorman, 
F.A.I.A., of Beverly Hills, and 
Harnish, Morgan and Causey, Inc., 
of Ontario. 
The center will have a large 
multipurpose room that can be 
divided by folding walls into three 
sections and will be equipped with 
a small state and projection booth. 
There will be an adjoining coffee 
shop with convenience food 
equipment, a patio and pub, large 
game room, music listening room, 
lounge and offices for student 
organizations, a darkroom central 
atrium and three meeting rooms. 
Completion of the Student Union, 
Creative Arts Building and 
lx>okstore (bookstore construction 
will start next spring) is expected 
by fall quarter 1977. Completion of 
the Student Health Center, which 
will go out to bid in January 1977, is 
expected in February 1978. 
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Opinion 
Veterans get the shaft 
By George L. Prats 
At the b^est of the Ford Ad­
ministration, Congress a few 
weeks ago incomprehensively 
iM'eached the faith (and possibly an 
implied contractual agreement) of 
159,639 disabled American 
veterans by repealing Section 104 
(a) (4) of the Internal Revenue 
Code, which provided for the 
specific exclusion from taxable 
income that portion of their pen­
sion which was subject*to taxation. 
Ibe repeal was jM*oposed by the 
Ford Administration, supposedly 
to curb excessive tax exclusions 
claimed by a very, very few high 
ranking individuals. In effect, the 
repeal would protect these high 
ranking individuals, but would 
forbid the exclusion to the great 
majority of the lower ranking 
disabled veterans. Intense ob­
jections were raised against this 
action by the Administration and 
Congress,, by the Disabled 
i 
American Veterans, and other 
major veteran organizations, but 
to no avail. Most of the veterans 
organizations view this action as 
another example of legislative 
overkill typical of the present 
Administration, directed at the 
military and the nation's veterans. 
To understand the workings of 
the sick pay exclusion, as it per­
tains to the disabled American 
veteran, it would be necessary to 
brief upon it: under the Sick Pay 
Exclusion Provisions of the In­
ternal Revenue Code, every living 
eqiployee in America is entitled to 
exclude from his (or her) gross 
income those disability payments 
made to him by his employer, on 
the employer's behalf by a Sick ' 
Pay Plan. The Sick Pay Plan could 
be a plan, policy or custom set up 
by an employer, which would 
ix-ovide payments to his employees 
in the event they are unable to 
efficiently and safely perform as 
required by their job. Whether the 
payments were made by the in­
surance con^any, welfare fund, or 
state disability fund, the sick 
payments are normally recognized 
by the IRS as long as the plan is 
paid by the employer. 
The sick pay exclusion 
provisions were designed to give 
some tax r^ief to those individuals 
who become disabled on the job, 
and whose earning power is 
decreased by their disabilities. 
For example, veterans who suf­
fered heart attacks, accidental loss 
of limbs, paralysis, and conditions 
aggravated while performing on 
active duty, were previously 
eligible for this exclusion, 
regardless of the precentage of 
disability granted by any of the 
military branches, and as long as 
the disability was permanent. 
A military Physical Evaluation 
Board determines the disability 
rating, and during the deter­
mination process, the Board takes 
into consideration tax reliefs that 
Congress had granted military 
pensioners. It also takes into 
consideration the years of military 
service, and in the case of hi^ 
ranking military individuals their 
age. 
In the great majority of cases, 
the Board rates less than' 75 
percfait (total) disability, and in a 
great deal of cases, less than 50 
percent disability. In the case of 
high ranking military individuals, 
however, the Board has been more 
generous because it takes into 
consideration the extraordinary 
length of service inherent in those 
ranks, and because of the age of 
the individual (usually from 55 to 
65). The Board, thus, has had the 
tendency to grant 75 percent 
(total) and permanent disability to 
these officers. This means that 
their entire pension is tax free, 
while the other military pensioners 
pay is only partially Ux free. 
The Administration's request 
that eligibility for the military sick 
pay exclusion requfre that the 
veteran be totally and per­
manently disabled in order to 
eliminate the loophole available to 
high ranking individuals is very 
deceiving because their pay is 
already totally exempt by law. 
Only through military initiative 
may the loophole be controlled. 
Instead, the new law wiU negate 
the majority of disabled veterans 
who have suffered reduction of 
income because of service in­
curred disabilities, by eliminating 
tax relief through the sick pay 
exclusion. In other words, the ones 
who caused this change to be ef­
fected and do not need to use the 
sick pay exclusion continue to be 
px^otected, while the majority who 
rely upon it can't get it. As one 
disabled veteran put it "this is 
another case of the Administration 
taking from the have nots to give to 
the ' haves, and Congress 
bargaining us into oblivion." 
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12 months of checking for the price of 9. 
"Hie College Plan gives you a lot of bank. You get 
unlimited checkwriting all year long. But you only pay for 
nine months. 
There's no minimum balance required. You get our 
monthly Timesaver® Statement. And at many offices near 
major college campuses you get Student Representatives 
to help solve your banking problems. 
You pay Just $1 a month for the nine-month 
school year. And there's no service charge at all for June 
July, August, or for any month a balance of $300 or more 
is maintained. 
it's absolutely free. Write all 
the checks you warit. Your account stays open through the 
summer, even with a zero balance, saving you the trouble 
of having to close it in June and reopen it in the fall. 
c*. J " set overdraft protection and 
Student BankAmericard® if you qualify. We offer educa­
tional loans and many different savings plans to choose 
from. And we serve you with more than twice as many 
offices as any other California bank. So if you move your 
account can move with you, to a new office that's more 
convenient. We also offer several free booklets including 
helptul information on saving money, establishing credit 
and finding a job after graduation. 
Checking Account is what you 
want. Why not stop by and find out more about it. And 
let $1 a month buy all the bank you need. 
Depend on us. 
More CaMomia college students do. 
BANKOF AMERICA B) 
Bank 01 America NT4SA • MemtSBf FCXC 
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Outer spaced 
Sossy philosophers do their thing 
- , . . . Ltj . "Tf students learn aDoui uiin 
Had nothing to do, so I raced 
down to the tavern to dieck out the 
state of Roger's marriage and 
thffeby cop a beCT. But Roger's 
only b^n married three weeks and 
. ha '^t been playing the game long 
enough to know how it's goii^ . The 
bea" was good. 
My drinking buddy, Big Cheez, 
wassitting on a stool at the bar. Ah 
ha, I said to myself, a rare 
moment: Biggee's drunk. He's not 
at his usual table in the back by the 
pinballs, and he's talking to the 
wall next to him. Perhaps, 'I 
^culated, his guard will be down 
and I can get hin  ^say something 
juicy for the jx^mnn. 
"Hi ya, Biggee. What's going 
on?" 
"Oh shirt. You here again?" 
Well, that's what I think he said. 
"Roger! More beer! I'm 
celebrating Roger's birthday." 
• "But that was ten days ago." 
He turned to me and stared 
before speaking. "If a thing's 
worth doing, it's worth doing well." 
Roger arrived with both hands 
full. "Good to see you here, I've 
come with the beer. Dununy and 
dummy, that's a buck and fifty." 
Biggee applauded the small 
amount of wit; I paid for it. 
"Youknow," I said, thinking of a 
subject to talk about, "for a college 
student who could do homework 
and write papers, and for an ASB 
officer who could do business for 
the ASB, you spend one helluva lot 
of time here, drinking beer." 
"Hmpf. The homework is quick 
and easy. And to hell with.the ASB. 
And as for spending time hwa, 
^at am I si^ ^sed to do? Fill the 
unoccupied hours of my life at­
tending the funky activities on 
campus?" 
"The ASB activities aren't 
funky. The King Lizard Revival 
wasn't." 
"Old movie classics and a U t^ 
show, and we couldn't smoke grass 
in the gym? That's funky." 
"They can't let you smoke grass 
in the gym. President Flop would 
lose his job." 
Biggee raised a paw to shut me 
up and to em^^asize his point. 
"Floppie is the cause of our 
problems." 
I waited the approfx-iate few 
seconds before asking, "How?" 
"Floppie does not want an ac­
tivist campus." 
"Howzat?" 
"Floppies, appointed by former 
governor Pat Brown — remember 
him? — weathered through the 
Reagan years by doing what 
Ronnie wanted: keep the kids at 
the books and don't let them raise 
hell on campus." 
"Un-huh, right. So wiiat's that 
got to do with our having funky 
activities?" 
"Floppie is a learned fellow." 
He's been to college too. He knows 
that when ten students get together 
and do something, you get a crazy 
activity, rou l^y magnified by a 
power equal to one half the number 
of students involved: if ten 
students do something together, 
you get a crazy thing, hell-raising. 
_ "Therefore, if Floppie provides 
an activities office to help the 
students get together^  but only 
allows that office to arrange funky 
activities, students won't come. 
Therefore, students won't get 
together and disturb the peace. 
Voila." Again, Bigee paused for 
dramatic effect. 
"Do you really think that we 
don't have a football team because 
it's too expensive?" he asked. 
"This is the Harvard of the West, 
a place of studies. We don't need a 
football team." 
"The Harvard of the East has 
one. Roger! More beer!" 
"You know, Biggee," I said in 
the phony way that means you're 
Racer'slbvern 
560 W. 40th St., 
San Bernardino, 
682-9222 
! I 
Coors, Bud, Michelob on tap. 
Pool table, pinballs, pong, juke box. 
Imported/domestic beers. Sodas. 
College Night 
Thursday, 8 p.m. - 2 a.m. 
BEER IS $1.25 A PITCHER 
going to say something heavy, 
"word is around caii:q>us that you 
drink too much." 
"Define 'too mudi." 
"Uh, a lot." 
"Bull pucky. I'm simply ehe 
campus beer demon. Everybody 
needs a demon to hate so they can 
control their own secret desires. 
For booze, I'm it. And besides, 
beer and colleges have gone hand 
in hand since Lowen-built its 
brewery next to the University of 
Munich in 1383." 
"Are you sure about that?" 
"No. But it helps the point Trn 
about to make." 
"Which is?" 
If o i -inking 
while they're in college, dabble in 
Alcohotogy 101 so to speak, then 
before they join the hard, cruel 
world, they've learned something 
for free, without having to pay 
social consequences. They leam 
how much they can drink before 
they become total fools, how often 
ttiey can or cannot drink, what it 
costs in terms of mental anguish 
the next morning. Besides, it helps 
to build the camaraderie 
necessary to doing crazy things, 
which is what college studenting is 
all about." 
Come to find a candid 
philosopher, and get a drunken 
fool. 
"Whatever works, Biggee..." 
New game room 
The games people play brought 
about a book by the same name. 
And since all work and no play 
makes Jack something or other, 
yoiu- Library has inaugurated — 
for the Fall garter — a new Game 
Room on the fourth floor. 
Room 406, a former group study 
room, has been furnished for fun 
and games. Well, games anyway. 
For the serious student, there 
are three chess sets. For the more 
frivolous, two sets of checkers. 
Domines, long a favorite in 
Jimmy Carter country, also are 
featured. 
Games that may be played by 
groups include Monopoly, the 
Stock Market Game (for business 
students). Blitzkrieg — described 
as "a realistic game of lightning 
warfare," Origins of World War II 
— "a game of international power 
politics" (political science majors, 
are you listening?), Luftwaffe — 
"the game of aerial combat over 
Germany (for history majors)", 
and good old Scrabble, for English 
majors and students in need of 
expanding their vocabularies. 
Any of these games may be 
checked out for two weeks at a 
time unless they are marked 
otherwise. 
The Game Room is furnished 
with two regular tables with 
chairs, two low tables with 
cushions, a blackboard with chalk 
and erasers for keeping score — 
and four study cubicles for losers. 
MGAA hearing 
scheduled 
The Assembly Committee on 
Education will hold an interim 
hearing in Los Angeles on Qct. 21, 
1976 on the subject of programs for 
mentally gifted minors. The 
committee will examine the 
current status of programs for 
mentally gifted pupils which are 
offered by local districts, consider 
the eligibility criteria for par­
ticipation in such programs and 
gather data regarding program 
effectiveness. 
Testimony will be by invitation 
only. Those wishing to testify 
should contact the Committee 
office.at (916) 445-7807. 
The hearing will be held at the 
Los Angeles State Building, Room 
1138, 107 S. Broadway and will 
commence at 9:30 A.M. 
I %^acation ^J^ome 
.3n the ^^Flountaini 
DU jjau Can 
If you have wanted a vacation home in the mountains 
with clean air, pine trees, and fishing, but thought that 
you could not afford it, here is your chance. I am selling 
my half interest in a cabin at Green Valley Lake in the 
San Bernardino Mountains. Oniy 50 minutes away, this 
almost completely refurbished older but solid cabin 
features a 12 x 26 living room, 10x16 kitchen, bath, 
upstairs sleeping, iots of storage space and more. Cut 
your investment and expenses in half by sharing owner­
ship with another couple, and still get away as much as 
you probat^y would at twice the cost. 
omns. 
$3500 down and take over existing short-ierm note 
of $5000, or refinance the package. 
Call John at the college, Ext. 743 7 or home, 883-0314 
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Workshop aids aurally handicapped 
"The needs of people with 
hearing deficiencies are not being 
met," says Darlene Hideout, a Cal 
State San Bernardino student and 
president of the Life Workshop 
Association. In a recent interview 
with the Pawprint, Hideout 
described what she sees a lack of 
factual information about the deaf, 
or ireferrably, the hearing im­
paired. She states that much is not 
understood about people, par­
ticularly children, with this han­
dicap, and that most of what we 
hear is myth. 
The Life Workshop Association, 
which is located in Hialto (Bemis 
Elementary School), works with 
par^ ts, teachers and interested 
individuals who are involved with 
diildren in the San Bernardino 
County Aurally Handicapped 
Program. 
"We are similar to the PTA, but 
more politically oriented," says 
Hideout about her group. "The 
SBCAHP has been around for 
many years. The Life Workshop is 
a separate entity. In the late 1950's 
the group was very active, but for 
about the past three years the 
organization has been inactive." 
Darlene, who has a- daughter 
with a hearing deficiency since 
birth, first participated in the 
organization as an obs^ver. She 
was elected treasurer last year and 
because of her interest and active 
participation, was made president 
this year. Darlene is now striving 
to make the organization more 
active. 
Today the organization raises 
money for deaf student scholar­
ships, repairs hearing aids and 
replaces hearing-aid batteries 
(bwause of the high price of 
bu3dng and maintaining hearing 
aids), and also provides an 
educational service to the com­
munity. 
As president. Hideout has many 
responsibilities. She describes her 
duties in three separate areas: (1) 
setting up of fun(b to help parents 
obtain hearing, (2) educating -
parents, teachers and other in­
dividuals about deafness, and (3) 
VALENTI'S 
LIQUOR 
CLOSEST LIQUOR 
TO CAL STATE 
Open 11 p.m., 
later on weekends 
LARGE SELECTION 
OF IMPORTED WINE 
AND BEER 
— 753 W. 40tll — 
to help find ways to expand the 
scholarship fund. Hideout con-
sid^es the first area one of her 
most important duties. She stated 
that The Crippled Child Society 
and Medi-Cal are two agencies that 
ix'ovide funds for hearing aids, but 
both do so only in a limited 
capacity. 
"There aren't many places to go 
to get help in buying hearing aids, 
being deaf is expensive," she said. 
Of her second function as 
educator. Hideout said, "It is 
important to teach parents, 
educators (all those involved with 
the aurally handicapped) that 
communication is not dependent on 
speech," and she added, that "the 
deaf are cut-out of many op­
portunities because of an 
ignorance of their needs and 
fK-oblems." 
Hideout went on to explain the 
different types of deafness. One 
type is caused by bone damage, 
this occurs in the middle ear, and 
can be corrected by surgery. 
Anoth  ^ tjrpe of deafness involves 
damage to the nerve in the inner 
ear. Nerve deafness, as it is called, 
cannot be corrected by siu'gery at 
this time. Hesearch is currently 
being done in this area, however. 
One possible solution being con­
sidered is to place a transistor on 
the nerve itself. Unfortunately, this 
ty  ^of cure is only in the research 
stages. 
Ms. Hideout commented on the 
many myths surrounding the 
aurally handicapped. One is the 
common use of the phrase "deaf 
and dumb." This expression im-
I^ ies that the hearing impaired 
person is not intelligent and not 
capable of learning which is not 
necessarOy the case. 
Another myth surrounding 
deafness associates deafness and 
m t^al retardation. Darlene stated 
emphatically that deafiiess and 
moital retardation do not always 
go togehter. 
Hideout states, "I view deafness 
as a syndrome. Impaired hearing 
leads to impaired speech which 
together essentially lead to lear­
ning and behavior^  problems. 
Ms. Hideout gives a classic 
example of associating deafness 
with mental retardation. Mr. J, has 
an adopted daughter who begins to 
show definite behaviour problems 
at the age of two. The problems 
included wild behaviours such as 
crying, clawing and screaming 
when the child was out of the home 
oivironment. The mothers takes 
the child to doctors and child 
psychologists who tell her that the 
child is mentally retarded. The 
mother, not believing that the child 
is retarded takes the child to UCLA 
Medical Center where she learned 
the child was partially deaf. When 
the doctors dealt with the deafness, 
than the behavior problems sub­
sided. This searching for an an­
swer to the child's behaviors oc­
curs in many cases of parents with 
hearing impaired children. 
Other facts that are not com­
monly known about the hearing 
deficient include the foUowing; 
children can sometimes get double 
messages from adults or other 
diildren. Double messages occur 
when the spieaker says one thing 
and but his-her facial expression 
indicates the opposite emotion. 
"This", Hideout states, "can be 
very determental to the child." 
Also, when a pierson is wearing a 
hearing-aid it does not necessarily 
mean that the pierson is hearing 
everything the same way someone 
without a hearing impairment 
does. The hearing-aid merely 
amplifies everything within its 
range. This includes en­
vironmental influences, such as 
the air conditioning, people 
cou i^ng, etc. 
One of Ms. Hideout's other in­
terests and duties is in the location 
of a psychologist to counsel 
hearing impaired children and 
their parents. The closest 
psychologist for the deaf is located 
in Los Angeles. This leaves parents 
Library moves up 
With inflation, everything goes 
up. 
Even the Curriculum Library of 
our own Library's cramped first 
floor quarters has gone up — up to 
the Library's fifth floor, where it 
shares stack space with political 
science and law books in a new 
spacious area. 
Books with call numbers under 
J,K, and L, may be found on five. 
And to get to this penthouse of 
reading pleasure, take the regular 
Library elevators on the first, third 
or fourth floors. A new button has 
been added to the elevator car 
decor. 
There is one small problem: 
there are no rest rooms, nor 
drinking fountains, in this fifth 
floor area. A quick drop by 
elevator to one of the lower floors, 
however, should solve any 
problems. 
of children in this county without 
adequate psychological services. 
She sees the aurally handicapped 
as having certain types of 
problems &at must be dealt with 
by those in the fields of clinical 
psychology and sociology. She 
feds that currently within these 
fields there is not a proper treat-
moit of the needs of the deaf. 
The Life Workshop currently 
consists of eight board members. 
Hideout is trying to get various 
committees started to help make 
the organization more activie. One 
of those committees will be 
organizing the program for 
Hearing Month, which occurs in 
May. This year, the Life Workshop 
will have a project at the Centrd 
City Mall. 
The display will be set-up for the 
16th, 17th, and 18th of the month. 
There will also be a Saving Fling on 
the 19th in which children in the 
(xogram will show their talents. A 
panel is also in the planning stages. 
Now, any interested person can 
become involved in the Life 
Workshop. The next program will 
be held Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. at 
Bemis Elementary School which is 
located at 774 E. Etiwanda Ave. in 
Hialto. The program will feature 
Dr. Hichar Goeman and Dee 
Hestand speaking and answering 
questions on "The Emotionality 
of the Hearing Impaired umio". 
This {x*ogrdin is for all interested 
persons. 
Child abuse seminar 
The law and protective services 
as well as an understanding of the 
parent will be studied in a child 
abuse workshop in Barstow 
Friday, Oct. 15. 
Pre-registration is required by 
today for the Cal State, San Ber­
nardino course. 
While directed to teachers, 
physicians, social workers and all 
others involved in the care and 
supervision of children, the class is 
open to any interested person. It 
will meet from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 
7 to 9 p.m. in the board room of 
Barstow College. 
Instructors are Dr. Anita 
Lampei, program manager of the 
San Bernardino County depart­
ment of mental health child and 
adolescent program; and Thomas 
Moore and Bill Ferguson, both 
sodal workers with the county 
diild protective and placement 
services. Moore is located in San 
Bernardino and Ferguson in 
Barstow. 
"A full knowledge of the law and 
the local social service agencies 
which are equipped to deal with the 
situation will aid persons en­
countering this problem" Dr. 
Lampei, coordinator, says. 
In addition to these areas, the 
seminar will focus on the 
psychological effects of child 
abuse, use of therapy, eji-^  
vironmental structuring and 
working with abusive parents. 
Fee for those taking the course 
for one unit of extension credit in 
psychology is $31; non-credit fee is  ^
$25. Further information may be 
obtained from the Cal State Ctffice 
of Continuing Education at 887-
7527. 
Nationally known speed 
reading course to be taught 
here in San Bernardino 
(AdfrtlMnunt) 
SAN BEHNARDINO — United 
States Heading Lab will offer a 4 
week course in speed reading to a 
limited number of qualified people 
in the San Bernardino area. 
This recently developed method 
of instruction is the most in­
novative and effective program 
available in the United States. 
Not only does this famous course 
reduce your time in the classroom 
to just one class per week for 4 
short weeks, but it also includes an 
advanced speed reading course on 
cassette tape so that you can 
continue to improve for the rest of 
your Hfe. 
If you are a student who would 
like to make A-'s instead of B's and 
C's, or if you are a business person 
who wants to sta  ^ abreast of 
today's ever-changing, ac­
celerating world, then this course 
is an absolute necessity. 
In a few months, some students 
are reading 23-30 times faster, 
attaining speeds that approach 
6000 words per minute. 
Our average graduate should 
read 7-10 times faster upon con>-
pletion of the courses with marked 
imjrovement in comprehension 
and concentraton. 
For those who would like ad­
ditional information, a series of 
free, one hour orientation lectures 
have been scheduled. 
These free meeting will be held 
in the Magenta Hm., Convention 
Center, 3rd & "E" St., San Ber-
nardino, at the foUowing times: 
Thiu'sday, Oct. 14, at 6:30 p.m. 
and 8:30 p.m.; Friday, Oct. 15, at 
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.; Saturday, 
Oct. 16 at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.; 
Monday, Oct. 18, at 6:30 p.m. and 
8:30 p.m.; and Tuesday, Oct. 19, at 
6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. 
Classifieds 
Need a ride after 8:30 p.m. Monday thru 
THur., to the vicinity of SBHS ("E" 
Street), LC-37. 6:30 - 9 p.m. or 884-4132 
on weekends. 
Audi Fox, excellent condition, low 
mileage; S3,000. 883-6694 night or 888-
3205 days, ask for Marilyn. 
Los*brown wallet Sept. 28, Interested in 
I.D. and addresses. Call Francesco 1.-
784-1034 or send it to lost and found. 
Humanistic young married couples 
seeking friendshtfi with couples of like 
mind. 862-1617. 
Free to Cal State 
students 
Discover U.S.C.'s Master's Degree Program In 
JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION 
A representative will be at The Student Union 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursday, October 14th, to answer 
questions and discuss the features of a career in 
COURT ADMiNISTRATION 
